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Abstract: Recommendation techniques are very important in the fields of E-commerce and other Web-based services. One of 

the main difficulties is dynamically providing high-quality recommendation on sparse data. In this paper, a novel dynamic 

personalized recommendation algorithm is proposed, in which information contained in both ratings and profile contents are 

utilized by exploring latent relations between ratings, a set of dynamic features are designed to describe user preferences in 

multiple phases, and finally a recommendation is made by adaptively weighting the features.   
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I. INTRODUCTION
1
 

Recommendation techniques are very important in the fields 

of E-commerce and other Web-based services. One of the 

main difficulties is dynamically providing high-quality 

recommendation on sparse data.  

Now a day, E-commerce technology is very famous for 

information explosion. Most studies annoyed to develop the 

autonomous system which identifies the user's desires. Most 

popular tool that helps users to recommend according to their 

interests is Recommendation System. The main objective of 

recommendation systems is to help users to deal with the 

information burden problem by delivering personalized 

recommendations, content and service. Recommendation 

systems are progressively being used in E-commerce for 

recommending books, mobiles or different types of   objects. 

Recommendation systems help consumers to find what they 

really want. So this meets the desires of consumers in a short 

time [1].  It helps consumers to find information, products, or 

by gathering and exploring Suggestions from other users 

action. Internet has become an indispensable part of our lives, 

and it provides a platform for enterprises to deliver 

information about products and services to the customers 

conveniently.  As the amount of this kind of  information  is  

increasing  rapidly,  one  great  challenge is  ensuring  that  

proper content  can  be  delivered  quickly  to  the  

appropriate  customers.  Personalized recommendation is a 

desirable way to m prove customer satisfaction and retention. 

And also web surfing has become a popular activity for many 

 
 

consumers  who  not  only  make  purchases  online,  but  also  

seek  relevant  information  on  products  and  services  before 

they commit to buy. web services  have  been  rapidly  

developed  in  recent years and played  an  increasingly  

significant  role  in  e-commerce,  enterprise  application  

integration,  and  other  applications. With the growing of the 

number of web services on the Internet, Web service finding 

has become a critical issue to be addressed in service 

computing com-munity. Since there are many Web  services  

with  similar  functionalities  and  different  non-functional  

quality,  it  is  important  for users to select  desirable  high-

quality Web services which satisfy both users’ functional and 

non-functional requirements. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

Xiangyu Tang, Jie Zhou have developed on the Dynamic 

Personalized Recommendation On Spars eData. 

Nowadays the internet has become an indispensable part of 

our lives, and it provides a platform for enterprises to deliver 

information about products and services to the customers 

conveniently. As the amount of this kind of information is 

increasing rapidly, one great challenge is ensuring that proper 

content can be delivered quickly to the appropriate customers. 

Personalized recommendation is a desirable way to improve 

customer satisfaction and retention. There are mainly three 

approaches to recommendation engines based on different 

data analysis methods, i.e., rule-based, content-based and 

collaborative filtering.  

 A novel dynamic personalized recommendation algorithm for 

sparse data, in which more rating data  is  utilized  in  one  

prediction  by  involving  more  neighboring  ratings  through  
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each  attribute  in  user  and  item  .profiles.  A  set  of  

dynamic  features  are  designed  to  describe  the  preference  

information  based  on  TSA  technique,  and  finally  a  

recommendation  is  made  by  adaptively  weighting  the  

features  using  information  in  multiple  phases  of  interest.  

public MovieLens 100k  and  Netflix  Competition data 

indicate that the proposed algorithm is effective, and its 

computational cost is also  acceptable. [2].  

 

Manish  Agrawal,  Maryam  Karimzadehgan,  

ChengXiang  Zhai  have  developed  on  the  An Online 

News Recommender System for Social Networks.  An 

online news recommender system for the popular social 

network,  Facebook,  is  described.   

This system provides daily newsletters for communities on 

Facebook.  The  system  fetches  the  news  articles  and  

filters  them  based  on  the community  description  to  

prepare  the  daily  news  digest.  Explicit survey feedback  

from  the  users show  that  most  users  found  the  

application  useful  and  easy  to  use.  They also indicated  

that  they could  get  some  community  specific  articles  that  

they  would  not  have  got  otherwise. sharing some common 

interests   

A  novel  system  for  recommending  news  articles  to  

communities  of  a  social  network.  Our main  contribution  

is  building  a  novel  news  recommender  system  and  

integrating  it  with Facebook and gathering user feedback. 

Our recommendation approach is a combination of content-

based filtering and collaborative filtering.  To the extent of 

our knowledge, this is the only application of its kind on 

Facebook. The system is automatic, sustainable and scalable 

to a large number of communities by user participation. User 

studies indicate that most  users  of  this  application  find  it  

useful  and  efficient,  demonstrating  the  feasibility  of 

recommending information through social networks [3].  

Gediminas  adomavicius,  Alexander  Tuzhilin,  have  

developed  on  the  Toward  the  Next Generation  of  

Recommender  Systems:  A  Survey  of  the  State  of  the  

Art  and  Possible Extensions.  

An overview of the field of recommender systems and 

describes the current generation of recommendation  methods  

that  are  usually  classified  into  the  following  three  main  

categories: content-based,  collaborative,  and  hybrid  

recommendation  approaches. This paper also  describes 

various limitations  of  current  recommendation  methods  

and  discusses  possible  extensions  that can  

improve  recommendation  capabilities  and  make  

recommender  systems  applicable  to  an  even broader range  

of  applications.  These  extensions  include,  among  others,  

an  improvement  of  understanding  of  users  and  items,  

incorporation  of  the  contextual  information  into  the  

recommendation process, support for multicriteria ratings, 

and a provision of more flexible and less  intrusive types of 

recommendations  

 The  current  generation  of  recommender  systems  surveyed  

still  requires  further  improvements  to make 

recommendation methods more effective in a broader range 

of applications. reviewed various limitations  of  the  current  

recommendation  methods  and  discussed  possible  

extensions  that  can provide  better  recommendation  

capabilities.  These extensions  include,  among  others,  the 

improved  modeling  of  users  and  items,  incorporation  of  

the contextual information into the recommendation process, 

support for multcriteria ratings, and provision of a more 

flexible and less intrusive recommendation process [4].  

Cai-Nicolas Ziegler, Sean M. McNee have developed on 

the Improving Recommendation Lists Through Topic 

Diversification.   

Though the accuracy  of  state  of  the  art  collaborative  

filtering systems,  i.e.,  the  probability  that  the  active  user1  

will  appreciate  the  products  recommended,  is excellent,  

some  implications  affecting  user  satisfaction  have  been  

observed  in  practice.  Thus, on Amazon.com 

(http://www.amazon.com), many recommendations seem to 

be “similar” with respect to content. For instance, customers 

that have purchased many of Hermann Hesse’s prose may 

happen  to  obtain  recommendation  lists  where  all  top-5  

entries  contain  books  by  that  respective author only. When 

considering pure accuracy, all these recommendations appear 

excellent since the active user clearly appreciates books 

written by Hermann Hesse. On the other hand, assuming that 

the active user has several interests other than Hermann 

Hesse, e.g., historical novels in general and books about 

world travel, the recommended set of items appears poor, 

owing to its lack of diversity an  algorithmic  frame-work  to  

increase  the  diversity  of  a  top-N  list  of  recommended  

products.  In order to show its efficiency in diversifying. Also 

introduced new intra-list similarity metric. Contrasting  

precision  and  recall  metrics,  computed  both  for  user-

based  and  item-based  CF  and featuring different levels of 

diversification, with results obtained from a large-scale user 

survey, the user’s overall liking of recommendation lists goes 

beyond accuracy and involves other factors, e.g., the users’ 

perceived list diversity. Able to provide empirical evidence 

that lists are more than mere aggregations of single 

recommendations, but bear an intrinsic, added value. [5].  

  

Aviv Segev,   Jian   Yu   have   developed   on   the 

Recommending Web Services via Combining 
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Collaborative  Filtering  With  Content-based  Features 

After a decade of research and development,  

Web services have become one of the standard technologies 

for sharing data and software and the number of Web services 

available on the Internet is consistently increasing.  

According to recent statistics, there are 28,606 Web services 

available on the Web, provided by 7,739 different providers. 

This increasing adoption and presence of Web services calls 

for novel approaches for efficient Web services 

recommendation and selection, which is a fundamental issue 

in service oriented computing Web services recommendation 

is the process of automatically identifying the usefulness of 

services and  proactively  discovering  and  recommending  

services  to  end  users.can  also  view  service 

recommendation  as  the  process  of  service  selection  

augmented  with  end  user  behavior  analysis. Web services 

recommendation and selection is a fundamental issue in 

service oriented computing. Existing Web services discovery 

and recommendation approaches focus on either perishing 

UDDI registries, or keyword-dominant, QoS-based Web 

service search engines. Such approaches possess many 

limitations such as insufficient recommendation performance 

and heavy reliance on the input from users (e.g., preparing 

queries).  a novel hybrid  approach  for  effective  Web  

services recommendation. Approach exploits a three-way 

aspect model that systematically combines classic 

collaborative filtering and content-based recommendation. 

Hybrid approach simultaneously considers the similarities of 

user ratings and semantic Web service content. approach is 

validated by  conducting  several  experimental  studies  using  

3,693  real-world  Web  services  publicly  available from  the  

Internet.  that  the  approach  outperforms  the  conventional  

collaborative  and  content-based methods in terms of 

recommendation performance .[6]  

  

Chinnu Priya J.V, Suja Rani M.S. have developed on the 

Location-Aware and Personalized Collaborative Filtering 

for Web Service Recommendation.  

Web service has been emerged as a promising technique to 

support inter-operable machine-to-machine interaction which 

provides a method of communication between electronic 

devices over a network. As the number of web services with 

similar functionality has increased rapidly over the internet 

the web service discovery is not a challenging task but 

selection and recommendation are becoming more important. 

Optimality of a web service depends on its performance and 

performance is measured through Quality of Service i.e. QoS. 

QoS is the set of nonfunctional properties of a web service 

which includes response time, price, failure rate and so on. 

Recommendation system initially searches for the list of web 

services those having similar functionality, which the user 

requested and finally the optimal web services are 

recommended to users [11].  

Xiaofei Zhu, Jiafeng Guo Have developed on the A 

Unified Framework for Recommending Diverse and 

Relevant  Queries. 

 With the exponential growth of information on the Web, 

search  engine has become an indispensable tool for Web 

users to seek their desired information our approach leverages 

a manifold ranking process over query manifold, which can 

naturally make full  use of the relationships among queries to 

find relevant and salient queries. Meanwhile, the stop points 

into query manifold to capture the diversity during the 

ranking process. The stop points are points that stop 

spreading their ranking scores to their nearby neighbors 

during the manifold ranking process. By turning ranked 

queries into stop points, the ranking scores of other queries 

close to these stop points (i.e., queries which share similar 

search intent with the ranked queries) will be naturally 

penalized during the ranking process based on the intrinsic 

query manifold. Therefore, our approach can generate query 

recommendations by simultaneously considering both 

diversity and relevance between queries in a unified way. 

Like traditional manifold ranking algorithm, the new 

proposed ranking approach also shows a nice convergence 

property [12].  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

1. Registration and Login 

 Every user in the system will have to register in this 

application. Only after registration user will be able to use the 

application and they can login into it with help of their own 

credentials. Every user during login will be verified and only 

valid user will be able to login into the application [8].  

2. Creation of sites 

 We will create some alternative site of the ecommerce which 

will be visible at the front end so that user can browse and use 

those sites for their need [8].  

3. Browse Ecommerce sites 

 Once user login into the application then they can view list of 

sites which are therein created so that they can choose the  

site  they  want  to  browse.  They can  also  see  the  rating  of  

each  individual  site which are generated in a generalized 

way [9].  

4. Server Rating  

 In server side each site will be judge based on some 

parameter like response time and throughput. It will  help to 

rate  the  site  which  will  get considered  with  user rating  

and then  we  will calculate the final and actual site weight[9]. 
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Fig. 1 Proposed System 

5. User rating 

 Based on the usage and the way user feels they can rate the 

site on their own customized way. Their rating is been used 

along with systems rating to process the final result of each 

individual site.  

6. Recommendation based on Ratings 

 System uses the rating parameter and values and helps users 

to get the site rated on side so that user gets an option to 

select the site which best suits them based on the reviews 

[10].  

IV. CONCLUSION 

As per our project performance point of view we use server 

rating as a input response time and throughput. Web  service  

recommendation  approach  with  diversity  to  find  desired  

Web  services  for  users. incorporate  functional  interest, 

QoS  preference,  and  diversity  feature  for  recommending  

top-k diversified Web services. A diversified Web service 

ranking algorithm is proposed to find the top-k diversified  

Web  service  ranked  list  based  on  their  functional  

relevance  including  historical  user interest relevance and 

potential user interest relevance, non-functional relevance 

such as QoS utility, and diversity feature. real world Web 

service dataset show that the proposed approach improves the 

Web service  recommendation  performance  in  terms  of  

diversity,  the  combination  of  functional relevance and QoS 

utility, and the diversified ranking evaluation.  
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